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SAPPER SUMMIT

SAPPER SUMMIT SUPPORT

Sapper Summit is produced four times a year
By the RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage
Association Inc. (Reg No. A0046126U.)

Can you help with news items, suggestions, and letters
to the editor, etc. Send them to:
Austin Byrne on Tel: (03) 9803 1061
email to: austbyrne@netspace.net.au

The President is Lt Col Colin Bowater (Rtd)
The Secretary is WO1 Jim Davis (Rtd)
The Editor is Maj Austin Byrne (Rtd)

Our target dates for articles for the remaining 2014
issues are:
May issue
by 5 May
August issue
by 1 August
November issue by 17 October

General Association mail can be sent to:
The Secretary,
RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association Inc,
C/- 28 Ireland St,
WANTIRNA SOUTH, VIC, 3152

Note that articles or opinions of authors or contributors are their own and do not necessarily reflect the
position of the Association. The format and clarity of
the articles is the responsibility of the contributor.

Sapper Summit items should be mailed to
The Editor, Sapper Summit,
RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association Inc,
C/- 27 Stradella Ave
VERMONT SOUTH, VIC, 3133.

NEWS FROM THE
HISTORICAL AND HERITAGE
ASSOCIATION

Subscriptions should be mailed to:
The Treasurer,
RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association Inc,
C/- 16 / 85 Gordons Rd
SOUTH MORANG, VIC, 3752

In 1992, the RAE Corps Committee established two
committees. The Historical and Heritage Committee
covered things to do with Corps History. This included
things like Unit histories, lectures, excursions to historical sites, cabinet displays. They also were tasked with
producing Sapper Summit.
There was also a second committee to foster local associations. It encouraged the establishment of the La
Trobe Valley Sappers and similar associations and reunion groups.
Over time, this second committee faded away, and the
“keeping-people-informed” role devolved to the Sapper
Summit system. In recent times, with the expansion of
email, the H & H Association workload has expanded
significantly from just historical matters to being a focus
for information “in-the-now”.
The Colonel Commandant, and others see the need for a
smarter focus, particularly as there is now a single Regiment in operation.
On the next page is the H & H Association President’s
outline of the proposal to change the name of the Association.
As a former Secretary of the H & H Association, I am in
favour of the move.
The H & H Association meeting is in a few days time.
… Austin Byrne, Editor.

Email addresses:
Colin Bowater: bowies3@yahoo.com.au
Jim Davis:
jdavis01@bigpond.net.au
Maureen Rundell (Treasurer)
rundellmaureen@gmail.com

Sapper Summit Subscriptions
We are seeking subscriptions for the 2014 Sapper Summit.
Sapper Summit is provided free to all serving Sappers in
Victoria, mainly via email. Complimentary copies are
also forwarded to our Associations and to interstate
RAE Units. Any costs for these groups are picked up by
the Corps Committee.
Everyone else is a general subscriber, and has two options:
 A colored email version for $5 per year, or


a black and white mailed-out copy for $15 per year.

There are 4 issues per year. Subscribers who are retired Sappers can also pay the Corps Subscription.
There is a return proforma with this issue.
NOTE: Receipts will only be issued if requested.
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CHANGE OF NAME FOR THE H & H ASSOCIATION
Proposal from LTCOL Colin Bowater, President, RAE (Vic) Historical & Heritage Association Inc:
It is proposed to change the name of the association from:
“The Royal Australian Engineers (Victoria) Historical and Heritage Association, Incorporated” to
“The Royal Australian Engineers Association of Victoria, Incorporated”.
The short title of the association will be "The RAE Association of Vic, Inc"
The change in name would become effective as from 01st July 2014 or upon approval of registration by Consumer
Affairs Victoria.
The reasons for the proposed changes are:
1.

The current name is dominated by the words Historical and Heritage and it seems to indicate that the
Association concentrates on these two issues only. Whilst these are important, they are only part of what
the Association does.

2.

Other areas that we pursue are:









To foster esprit-de-corps between all sappers.
To promote the military education of all sappers whether serving, retired, or in the reserve.
To produce and issue, gratuitously or by way of sale, journals, pamphlets or other publications in furtherance of the objectives of the association.
To disseminate information relating to sapper activities or news to serving and retired sappers.
To raise funds by all lawful means for the attainment of these objectives.
To affiliate with any other body having like aims and objectives.
To affiliate with any other body having like aims and objects or to accept affiliation with such bodies on
receipt of any fee which may be set for that purpose by the Committee.
To pay out of the funds all expenses incidental to the carrying out of these objectives.

3.

I believe that the new name will help to attract more members to the Association because it is all
encompassing.
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It is my intention that Historical and Heritage component will become a sub-committee of the Association
and carry on with the major projects of writing the Unit Histories of both the Oakleigh and Ringwood units
and the erection of a plaque at site 17 in the Australian Light Horse Memorial Park at Seymour.

5.

Finally the name change would bring us into line with RAE Associations in other states.

Note:

==
==
==
==
The outcome of the meeting will be covered by a Newssheet in the next week or so.
All existing association or reunion groups will remain independent. An RAE Association will not dictate to
to other organizations or groups , or require affiliation.
national politicians fighting Communist insurgents; and
Confrontation, the five-year war with Sukarno’s Indonesia from 1961 or so, with a look at the little-known
Communist-run guerrilla war that continued in Sarawak
until 1990.
Why go to Malaysia? Firstly my brother had
been at Langkawi Island earlier in 2013 and loved it. I’ve
met a few people who fought and were imprisoned
there. (One always asks oneself: Why didn’t I ask more
questions!) Doubtless many Victorian sappers served
there too—in the 1960s, the British General Service
Medal was common in the ARA. There were two forms:
the broad emerald strip with purple background denoted service in Malaya during the 1950s Emergency;
the later one, with a broad purple strip bordered by
narrow emerald strips indicated service during Confrontation. (Of course these medals covered many other
British theatres and operations, but few Australians had
earned them elsewhere, as far as I knew.)

Rob Youl’s Column
Malaysia
Malaya, Malaysia—two names we‘ve grown up
with, intertwined in post-WWII Australian military history.
Visiting peninsular Malaysia late last year, I
found it a delight: friendly, generally secular, modern
but with abundant heritage architecture, calm, efficiently run, cheap, climatically pleasant, with numerous
links to British culture to savour, at least some accessible wildlife (I saw hornbills), and fantastic food and
beer. And so on.
I therefore resolved to write articles this year
on the region. This one will set the scene. The others
will be on WWII; the Emergency in the late 1940s and
the 1950s with the colonial powers and emerging
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Moreover, though a schoolboy, I well remembered the Emergency, which offered numerous lessons
to our forces in Vietnam. Two prominent names were
General Sir Gerald Templer, who from 1952-54 with
drive and great insight laid the foundations for defeating the insurgents, and Sir Robert Thompson, the country’s defence secretary, later a prominent strategic adviser to US forces in Vietnam.
As a nasho I’d heard from Duntroon graduates
that Sir Gerald Templer visited RMC. The disciplined
cadets only just suppressed their surprise when ‘The
Lion of Malaya’ alighted from his Rolls, as he was quite
short. They couldn’t stem their collective mirth, however, when Sir Gerald stopped in front of one officer
candidate and said in a high-pitched aristocratic voice, ‘I
say! What a lovely pair of boots!’
Finally, we all noted in 2013 the death at 102
of General Vo Nguyen Giap, who vanquished the French
at Dien Bien Phu and led the North to victory over
South Vietnam and its allies, including Australia.
A second major Asian military leader’s death
seemed to go unnoticed: that of Chin Peng OBE (later
withdrawn). Chin, a long-time chief of the Malayan
Communist Party, led anti-Japanese forces (mostly Chinese Malayans) across peninsular Malaya from 1942-45
with skill; he acted as liaison officer between the partisans and the small British special operations forces that
gradually returned and built up momentum. However,
as a committed anti-colonialist, and doubtless distrusting the ethnic Malay leaders, he fought British and
Commonwealth forces from 1948-60. His goal was an
independent communist state.
Exiled to Thailand, Peng, aged 88, died in Bangkok. I heard that he wanted to revisit his country of
birth, but was never allowed to enter. Poignant!
We had a night in Singapore, always a pleasant, albeit non-septic stopover. Our hotel arranged an
economic taxi from Kula Lumpur’s modern airport to
the city, through the palm oil and, less commonly, rubber plantations that cover the coastal plains. Our hotel
was Somerset Maugham standard—teak floors, cool,
dark, roof garden—a great base to explore KL’s museums (the police have a very good one), ethnic quarters,
gardens, churches, versatile public transport, historic
public buildings and cafes, open-air and indoors, and
above all the vestiges of colonialism. This is a sophisticated and satisfying, well managed and happy metropolis of almost six million people. Development is everywhere, and the green ridges, ornate silvery Petronas
Towers and a soaring communications tower form the
landmarks that tie the city together.

and the solid Dutch and British institutions, we loved
the street life, culminating in a geriatric nocturnal karaoke with Chinese retirees singing western and eastern
hits. Sadly, the Malaysian Army would not let me in to
Terendak garrison—that’s the way of the world post
9/11. However, I enjoyed waiting a half-hour for my
rejection, seeing smart soldiers coming and going in the
intense sun. I guess Jeff Kennett served here; Keith
Payne VC certainly did, but I couldn’t find Somerset
Green, his old beachside married quarters. I think it has
been replaced by a gigantic petroleum and gas harbour.
Effortless travel by bus to KL and an ancient
but charming sleeper on the overnight train north to
Alor Setar took us almost to the Thai border. In the
northern provinces on the west coast of the peninsula,
oil palms give way to vast rice paddies. A ferry soon had
us at Langkawi Island—population almost 70 000. Its
environmental reputation may be a little excessive, but
it is beautiful, rugged, full of beaches and perfectly
peaceful. Being interested in bird life we took a tour—
our Chinese female guide was a delight, showing us our
first hornbills (we saw more ourselves later) and an
enjoyable array of waterbirds, raptors and little buggers.
An evening ferry south to Penang Island was
Maugham all over again. Georgetown is Melaka on steroids but without the Portuguese touches. Again the
lively streets, with their array of architectural ages and
styles, are sheer joy, as are the surviving mansions surrounded by lawns and spreading trees in the verdant
spacious inner suburbs. A highlight was ascending the
hill by cog railway then walking several kilometres along
the ridge through the rainforest down to the botanic
gardens. Friendly Chinese were informative—
miraculously, tigers and honey bears still roam in the
sparsely inhabited south of the island. (Another observation: overseas Chinese are elated by the progress and
achievements of mainland China. This is not unexpected, given the treatment of expatriate Chinese
groups over the decades.)
Our last two days were in the beautiful Cameron Highlands, the fertile upland valleys (1200 metres
or so) that saw much action during the Emergency. The
first settlements we encountered were characterised
(sullied!) by tens of hectares of plastic canopies running
across whole valleys, shielding intensive berry crops
such as strawberries. Did Christo supervise their installation? Muddy tracks and piles of horticultural debris
marked the edges of the vast plastic sheets, and the
rivers ran red—so I would not see this farming as sustainable.
We stayed in a Tudor-style building that once
housed holidaying planters, and later Japanese colonels, and now diverse moderately affluent tourists. The
lightly rubbish-strewn creek nearby provided some of
our best birdwatching, before we hopped on the KL
bus. The route traversed tea plantations this time,
which are undeniably scenic, being green and steep.

Then it was on to Melaka, one of Malaysia’s least
changed colonial trading towns. Besides the engaging
streets of shophouses (the combined business and family residential premises that typified Asian towns until a
few decades ago), the river and the remains of a Portuguese cathedral on a fortified hill (a genuine shrine, St
Francis Xavier’s body reposed there for several moths),
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After that was more magnificent rainforest, with a
glimpse of an Aboriginal community (distantly linked to
Australian Aboriginals), the suburbs of KL, then a view
of Petronas Towers from our lofty bedroom. Our return
to the airport by fast train, cheap and efficient, drew
the inevitable comparisons with daggy old Tulla and
backward Oz.
We liked the people: courteous, amiable, not
too mercantile. We talked to several young Muslim
women, all of whom were seeking higher education.
(We met a mixed group of medical students in a
mosque and shared the very simple but not unmoving
evening service with them.) I’ve mentioned the very
warm and decent Chinese; our Indian contacts, in shops
mostly, were dignified and welcoming. There are few
police and crime seems rare. The newspapers are sophisticated and lively. And of course, the food and the
beer are brilliant .
Malaysia is a federal constitutional elective
monarchy, with the king selected term-by-term by five
state rulers. The Malaysian economy is healthy: oil and
gas, tin, rubber, palm oil, timber, tourism, Islamic banking and, increasingly, secondary industry (think Proton
cars).
There are still divisions, to which some of our
Chinese friends referred, but by world standards Malaysia seems a cohesive country. Military action played a
big part in this evolution. I hope to explore this theme
in coming issues.

ANNUAL 105 CONST SQN
CAMPING REUNION
Venue:

Date:

*

Friday the 25th and Sat 26th May 2014.

We would like you and any others from 22 Const Regt
to join us (you can even bring a mate if you have one)
BBQ and fire are supplied, but bring your own everything else.
For more details, contact:
George 0427 546 411
Fox
0429 337 470
Mitch 0427 529 034
Site is the same as it’s always been.
Turn off the Goulburn Valley highway when you see the
sign to Mitchellstown Winery, follow the bitumen until
it runs out and continue on over Majors Creek. We will
be camped on the right hand side beside the creek.
If you are coming from the other way turn around or
work it out yourself! If all else fails phone a friend.

... Rob Youl

*

West bank, Majors Creek at Mitchellstown.
(Beside the bridge on the
Mitchellstown – Greytown Road)

Some of the eager beavers will be there on the Thursday and the only reason I know they go a day early is
because they can’t drink all the grog they bring in two
days so they have to go for three!

*

Coming Events:
THE 2013 SIR CLIVE STEELE LECTURE

… George Weeks

The Sir Clive Steele Memorial Lecture is an
opportunity for Defence Force Engineers and civilian
counterparts to gather together and hear the latest on
current topics in the field of engineering.
Mess facilities will be available after the lecture with refreshments being served at bar prices.

RESERVE FORCES DAY MARCH

The lecture will be held at Oakleigh Barracks on

Hold Sunday
March.

Tuesday 29 April 2014

6 July free for the Reserve Forces Day

There will a large focus on the upcoming commemoration of the centenary of the first world war.

at 7.30 pm.
As we go to press, the details are still being sorted.

It would appear that units are to be ready by 1020hrs
for a march-off at 1030 hrs

However a whisper is that it will include:
 A lecture/presentation from a Viet Vet tunnel rat;
 What new gear is in the pipeline for Sappers;
 Another topic, still to be advised.

Details will be in the next issue.

Reserve the date —- We will cover the details with an
email /newssheet.
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22nd Engineer Regiment Report (22 ER)
Well, the new Victorian engineer unit has certainly hit the ground running. The 1 st of Jan 14 marked the official date
of amalgamation between the 22nd Construction Regiment and the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment.
We immediately launched (16 Jan 14) a group of 22 ER members onto full time service and had them in Darwin supporting Operation SOVERIGN BORDERS. New ARA march-ins on the 20 Jan 14 included CAPT Galea (2IC 10 CES), WO2
Brown (RHQ TRG WO), WO2 Stephens (10 CES TRG WO, Newborough), CPL Rowe (RHQ TRG CPL) and
CPL Parsons (Q Store CPL).
RHQ

10 CES

8 CES

105 WKS SQN

LTCOL Pilbeam
(CO)

CAPT F. Healy
(OC)

CAPT Johnston
(OC)

MAJ D’Rozario
(OC)

MAJ Kirby
(2IC)

CAPT Galea
(2IC)

CAPT Law
(2IC)

CAPT Howes
(2IC)

WO1 Stanek
(RSM)

WO2 Daly
(SSM)

WO2 Ince
(SSM)

WO2 Hutchinson
(SSM)

MAJ Cooper
(OPSO)

WO2 Stevens
(TRG WO)

WO2 Seyffer
(TRG WO)

SGT Milligan
SGT Turner
(TRG WO’s)

MAJ Mason
(Trg Offr)

LT Garrett
(Pl Comd)

LT Hogan
(Pl Comd)

CAPT Ho
(Pl Comd)

CAPT B. Healy
(Ops CAPT)

LT Bischof
(Pl Comd)

LT Miller
(Pl Comd)

LT Hakimova
(Pl Comd)

LT Kocovski
(Pl Comd)

LT Stawski
(Pl Comd)

CAPT Ferwerda
(Trg CAPT)
CAPT Rundell
(Log Offr)
LT Cree
(ADJT)
LT Jeffery
(A/ADJT)

Along with the above appointments for the New Year came the following promotions within the Corps –
CAPT Ben Healy and SGT Skoblar. In Feb 14, we also had two officers join the Corps after completing training at MUR,
so welcome aboard LTs Duell and Jeffery.
Training for the year began with our mandated Force Preservation Training. This was conducted at HMAS Cerberus
and was concluded with a thoroughly enjoyable Mud Run as witnessed by the smiles below.
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ANZAC DAY 2014

22nd Engineer Regiment
The Commanding Officer and members of
the 22nd Engineer Regiment
cordially invite
family, past members, friends, associations and
employers
to
the ANZAC Day Dawn Service
to be held at
Oakleigh Barracks on the 25 April 2014.

The aftermath.
The new Regiment ran three courses concurrently over
the period 15 – 30 Mar 14. A Watermanship Course
was conducted at both Simpson Bks, on the first weekend, and then up at Lake Eppalock on the following
weekend. The Portable Saw Mill Course and a single
code Plant Course were run up at sunny Puckapunyal.
The Regiment also completed some great construction
work, including an NEB build at the Seymour Vietnam
Veterans Avenue of Honour, in the Pucka/Seymour
area.

Host Officer: Lieutenant Colonel Glen Pilbeam
Timings:
Gunfire breakfast
Services commence
Services conclude
Breakfast
Bar Closed

— 0500 h
— 0600 h
— 0630 h
— 0645 h
— 0730 h

ANZAC Day this year will commence with the Dawn
Service at Oakleigh Barracks followed by the Regiment
marching, with the Brigade, in the city. The Regiment is
also supporting numerous requests for catafalque parties at schools and RSL’s in all of the Depots’ local areas.

Inclement weather:

22 ER is coordinating the Sir Clive Steel Lecture, to be
held at Oakleigh Bks, which will occur on the 29th of
Apr 14. All Engineer Officers and SNCO’s (past and present) in the Southern Region are invited to attend.

Unit members are invited to bring their employers to
the dawn service to share the respect and sacrifice of
service on this morning. Breakfast will be provided for
your employer.

In the case of inclement weather, the Dawn Service will
be held in the garrison gymnasium.
Bring your Employer:

22 ER looks forward to the challenges that will be
placed in front of us this year and look forward to a
busy year of training ahead.

Gallipoli Tour — June 2015

Centenary of the Waterloo Dinner

…. WO2 O’Rourke
A/ADJT
The SME SGTS Mess has

The Corps has been organising a touring party to visit
Gallipoli in June 2015. The target is a touring party of
120, with a 14 day and 10 day itinerary being proposed.
As of early March, 53 people have shown interest.
Dates & costs:
09-22 June 2015 .............. $6900
11-21 June 2015 ...............$6125

a Back to SME

Reunion organised for 3/5 October 2014
There is a Cobbers’ Night on Friday, and a Reunion
Banquet on Saturday evening.

For further information please contact WO1 Graham
Toll at RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au or 02 8782 3582

It should be a good weekend.

If you wish to go — move NOW!

Contact Jim Davis if you want the 3 page registration form .. See page 2 for his contact details.

(May is decision month re opening the tour to others)
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UNVEILING OF COMMERATIVE PLAQUE AT AAMI PARK
On Friday 28 March 2014, members of the Royal Australian Artillery Association and the Royal Australian
Engineers were invited to attend the dedication of a commemorative plaque that recognises the association and
connections of the RAA and RAE with the current site of AAMI Park.
RAE guests included: Colonel Commandant Brig PJ Hutchinson DSC; Col J Wertheimer RFD; Col J Raike; Lt
Col G Pilbeam; Lt Col C Bowater RFD; and Maj B Campbell RFD. The group was welcomed by Mr Russell Caplan,
chairman of the Melbourne and Olympic Park Trust. He emphasised the close association of the Trust with both RAA
and RAE and that part of AAMI stadium was built on the Swan Street Batman Avenue depot site.
The Honourable Ted Baillieu spoke about the 100 year anniversary 1914-2014 and the celebrations that
were being planned to commemorate this. He then presented a framed picture of the plaque which is mounted on a
marble block to Col Comd RAA Brig P Alkemede and Col Comd RAE Brig PJ Hutchinson. To commemorate the occasion a group photo was taken.
Maj Gen JE Barry AM MBE RFD ED thanked the Melbourne and Olympic Park Trust for erection of the commemorative plaque and he spoke of the close relationship between RAE with the Trust and he noted the links between Defence and sport. He also thanked Col Ross Bastiaan the sculptor for his fine work on the plaque.
Guests were then invited to partake of a meal and to watch the Rugby Union game between the Melbourne
Rebels and the Canberra Brumbies. All in all an excellent night!
Brief history of the establishment of the commemorative plaque
In 2008 the MOP Trust was considering the building of a commemorative wall to illustrate the history of
RAA and RAE units from the Swan Street and Batman Avenue depot.
In Feb 2009 Mr Gary Baker, a history buff, was interested in the project and on Robin Youl’s recommendation contacted Maj Bruce Campbell regarding information on the site. Bruce provided information on the history of
the site from 1934 to 1991. Bruce and Major Merv Taggert RAA worked on the project. Later Bruce and Major Neil
Hamer RAA decided on the wording for the plaque.
In April 2011 Bruce made an official request to the Minister for Sport for the plaque to be erected at AAMI
Stadium, this request to the MOP Trust with his recommendation that the commemorative plaque be proceeded
with. This was approved by the MOP Trust and was erected on 28 March 2014.
Thanks must go to Major Bruce Campbell
for his determination and dedication to complete
this task.
… Colin Bowater

The Plaque at AAMI Stadium

UNIT HISTORIES
A Unit Histories Committee is up and running.
It will be seeking your help in the next issue
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BACK TO THE REGIMENT REUNION
On the weekend of 14/15 March 2014, a Back to the Regiment reunion was held on the Friday night. This
was hosted by the RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association and was geared towards a night of memories, companionship and the renewing of friendships. It was great to see and catch up with those people whom we had not
seen for many years.
The event was held in the combined Officers Sgts Mess at the Oakleigh Barracks and our thanks go to Lt Col
Glen Pilbeam for the use of these facilities as without his personal contribution and support this event would not
have been possible.
There were approximately 130 people who attended, with some participants travelling from Northern Australia, as well as many from country Victoria. Those attending represented a large cross section of Sappers of ages,
ranks, length of service, retired and serving but all had the common goal of coming together to enjoy a night of celebration.
Special guests were the RAE Colonel Commandant Southern Brigadier Peter Hutchinson, DSC and the Commanding Officer of HMAS Cerberus, Captain Steve Bowater OAM RAN. Capt Bowater was invited because of the
RAE’s close links with HMAS Cerberus over the years. Representing the Brigade Commander was Victoria’s most senior Sapper COL John Raike (ex CO 22 CR)
Bearing in mind the ages of some of the guests, they did a marvellous job to travel to the function and remain there for many hours. The knowledge and amount of service in the room is hard to comprehend. Without
wanting to single anyone out for special mention it would be hard not to acknowledge the efforts of Karen and Phil
Lewis who along with Bill “Irish” and Susie Phelan travelled from Darwin along with Mandy Wilkinson all the way
from Burketown. The cook Sgt Ron Willis, and stewards did an excellent job in providing a continuous supply of hot
finger foods. Lt Paul Daniels, the Duty Officer and Sgt Luke (Spike) Milligan were tireless in their duties.
The night brought together many of our senior Officers who included BDE COMDS, CO’s and COL COMDT
(without including ranks) people such as Andy Murdoch, Kerry McManus, Bruce Addis, Geoff Hunt, Howard Ellis,
George Guimmarra, Greg Mirabella, Bill Van Ree, John Wertheimer, Rob Youl just to name a few.
Lots of stories about the old days, two week Exs, SLR’s, M60’s, on the job training, and winning many battles
and the thought that the soldiers of today would not be able to handle the “old days” but all certainly acknowledged
the professional attitude and approach of today’s soldiers.
The night was certainly deemed as a success which achieved its objective of bringing together members of
the RAE Family to acknowledge the value that the Corps has played in Victoria. The night also gave the gathering the
opportunity of acknowledging the service of some wonderful Sappers who have retired either from the Reserve or
the Historical and Heritage Association. All in all it was a great night with plenty of Sapper camaraderie and friendships renewed. It achieved its objectives and brought together a wide range of people who had the opportunity to
gather together to enjoy themselves.

Peter Washusen,
Bill King,
Geoff Westcott
and
Peter Voogt
at the
Reunion
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At the Reunion
Back row: Capt Noel, Tipton, Brig Bob Slater, Piper Daryl, Milton and Lynette Fairweather.
Front Row: Brig Kerry McManus, Tony Jackson, Maj Les Malseed , Col Bruce Addis.

Cliff entered the service 14th August 1971 and joined 22
Construction Regiment as a Supplementary Reserve
(SR) soldier. He served in a large variety of roles
throughout his Military career which are far too numerous to mention here but one thing is certain and that is
he is a Sapper through and through. A couple of mentions though are that he prepared for deployment to
Vietnam but did not make it as the conflict ceased. He
attended the ARA RSM’s course (as a Reserve WO)
which, at that stage, was a demanding and long course
but he successfully completed it. Cliff left the WO ranks
in 1991 and was commissioned where he further developed his career. Cliff has occupied two OC’s roles, being
55 Resources and 39 Construction Sqns.

Presentations at the Reunion
There were four presentations at the reunion:

Major Cliff Parfitt

Cliff retired from the Army on 16th June 2013 after passing his compulsory retirement age.
Among other awards he was presented with the Federation Star by Chief of Army.

*

*

*

Three committee members of the RAE (Vic) Historical
and Heritage Association have decided to retire after
many years of service to the Association. Each was presented with an Appreciation of Service Certificate and a
Silver Sapper by the Colonel Commandant. They initially
started when the group was a Committee. It became an
association in 2004. The following is LtCol Bowater’s
outline of their service.

Cliff was presented with a Silver Sapper for his 42 years
of service by LTCOL Glen Pilbeam.
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Maj (Rtd) Bruce A Campbell RFD ED




Continued in joint Secretary/Editor role until April
2013, when he retired as Secretary whilst remaining Editor.
A member of Corps Committee for 13 years.
Has been absolutely meticulous in his work as Secretary and Editor, which duties are key to the success of any organisation. Historical and Heritage
Committee/Association could not have survived
without Austin’s valuable contribution.
WO1 N J F (Norm) Dodgson

Bruce served with the Association as follows:
 Foundation member and secretary: 20 May 1992
 Took over as editor of Sapper Summit about 1994.
 Continued above duties until shortly after death of
our foundation President, Lt Col R Eastick in 1999.
 Elected president in 1999. Continued in this role
until AGM, in April 2013.
 Served as Vice-President over the last year
 Was also one of three sub-editors for the production Swan Street Sappers, editor of 22 Regiment’s
First Fifty Years and organiser of a group of RAE
personnel preparing bibliography of approximately
800 personnel listed in Volume 4 of RAE History.
Norm served with the Association as follows:
 Joined as a member in 1997.
 Served continuously until 31 December 2013
 Appointed our first Treasurer in 1999, continuing in
that role until retirement on 31 December 2013.
 Highly effective throughout his service, a willing
worker who strongly supported all our activities.

Maj (Rtd) Austin J Byrne RFD

LtCol Bowater’ final thanks were:
“Bruce, Austin and Norm on behalf of the RAE
H and H Association and members I wish to record my
thanks and appreciation for the service that you have
given over many years, in fact a combined total of 58
years by the three of you.”
“Your professionalism, dedication and loyalty
are a credit to you. The work and guidance that you
have provided has set an example for all of us to follow. The development and success of the Association
has been due to your efforts and your enthusiasm. We
wish you all the best and as Jim Davis would say
‘soldier ease springs and rest and take a well deserved
break’”

Austin
served
with the Association as follows:
 Joined as member in 2000.
 Appointed Secretary and Editor of Sapper Summit
on death of WO 11 Eddie Vail in December 2001.

The Editor says that this was an ambush!
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22 ENGINEER REGIMENT – COCKTAL EVENING.
Following on from the very successful “Old and Bolds” night which was held on 14 th March 14 the Regiment
conducted a semi-formal night at Oakleigh Barracks the following night (15th March 14) which continued the theme
and objectives set for the weekend.
Planning for this activity had been going on for many months since the idea was first floated by LTCOL Darren Potter. With the merger of the two Regiments and the heavy demands associated with the formalities it was not
possible to have a function to farewell the old Regiments and welcome in the new one.
The idea was therefore raised to hold a function to celebrate this event which was aimed at the current
members of the two Regiments, retired members and all members who had served within the Regiments or any lineage back to 4 CER and 22 CR. In reality it was aimed at all personnel who had served and called themselves “Sapper”.
Attendance was around the 110 mark with guests travelling from as far away as Darwin and Burketown and a good
cross section of current and retired members along with the partners. There were number ex CO’s of both Regiments
along with several Colonel Commandants
The weather was not as kind as it could have been which restricted planned activities in that stands showing
current capabilities of vehicles, milling (MDS) and plant could not be visited due to wet and windy conditions.
Host for the evening was CO 22 ER (LTCOL Glen Pilbeam) who spoke to the function on the rationale behind
the merger and the way ahead. The CO also touched on the current commitment of the Regiment to the ADF and his
recent visit to the soldiers.
Colonel Commandant RAE Southern Region (BRIG P .J Hutchinson, DSC) also spoke along with
COL J A Raike (representing the BDE COMD) and also had the distinction of being the most senior serving Sapper in
Victoria on the way ahead for the Reserve and the Regiment.
Food was from a Spit Roast and was excellent and there appeared to be ample followed up with sweets and
other goodies. Entertainment comprised a quartet band from 4/19 PWLH who provided wonderful music both vocal
and musical. How lucky were we to have the entertainment provided by such a wonderful group.
During the night a cake representing 22 Engineer Regiment was cut in the traditional manner with a sword
by the CO (LTCOL Pilbeam) and Colonel Commandant (BRIG Hutchinson).
— All in all, a great night, and signifying a great start to a new Regiment of Sappers!

LtCol Glen Pilbeam, CO 22 ER, and the Colonel Commandant, Brig Peter Hutchinson DSC,
cutting the cake celebrating the formation of 22 Engineer Regiment
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At the Cocktail Evening
Michael Hutchinson (SSM 105), Eric (Jock) Howatt, Michelle Hutchinson, Jim Davis, and Andrew Mott.

From the Associations

22 Const Regiment Ex-Members
— Reunion —
25 to 27 October 2013

.

Reminder:
This years reunion is at Nagambie, with accommodation at the Nagambie Caravan Park, the one
on the river's edge and the lake with cabins and sites
booked for those who want to bring their own vans.
Shane is doing the planning.

WOODPECKERS

— A cabin for two nights: $200 deposit per booking.
— A site with ensuite:
$100 deposit per booking.
— For Saturday night only: half that amount.

The current Woodies project is a reunion at Dimboola
on the weekend of 11-13 April at the guides camp on
the Wimmera River.

If you have not booked, check with Jen on availability,
then make a deposit straight into the reunion account:
— Bendigo Bank BSB 633-000
— Account Number 139959316
— Account Name: 22nd Const Reunion Group

For a start at least three former OCs will be attending,
Les, Oliver and Rob. Dimboola was home to several
enthusiastic and very competent Woodpeckers in the
period 1970-1995, amongst them Sapper Cliff Unger,
latterly Mayor of Hindmarsh Shire.

Jen — mob 0427 196 038
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Dirk was farewelled in Adelaide on 17th January 2014 at a service which was well attended by family
and friends. Even though Dirk had resided in Adelaide
for some time there was a good contingent of his former 22nd Construction Regiment friends including Greg
(Vic) Morrow, Keiron Hooley, Dave Halket, Laurie Robinson, Rob Camerilli and Andrew Schnitler. In addition
Bill (Irish) Phelan and Dave Halket made several trips to
Adelaide to visit Dirk whilst he was in hospital.
As is often said it is not the length of your life
that counts but what you achieve in the time that you
are alive that counts and Dirk can certainly rest easy
knowing that he has left a lasting impression on a large
number of people.
One thing is for sure Dirk did not deserve the
pain that he endured nor to be taken from us at this
young age.
Farewell Dirk you are now out of pain, your
duty complete and you can now rest in peace.
Ubique.
… Jim Davis

VALE
LCPL DIRK BOWES
1957 - 2014
On 9 Feb 2014 Dirk Bowes lost his battle
against a disease that proved too strong for our friend.
He passed away peacefully in Adelaide surrounded by
his family. He leaves behind a wife and two young children.

*

*

*

VALE
CAPT TERRY OLSEN (R’TD)
21st May 1941 - 4th February 2014

Dirk had been battling this disease for some
time and whilst he acknowledged the ultimate fate that
awaited him he never lost his sense of humour or compassion.
One of the things that Dirk did achieved whilst
in hospital happened on 31st January 2014 when he
married his long time partner Kylie the mother of his
two sons. Dirk and Kylie had to make the decision
quickly and whilst Dirk’s mother, father and brother
made a very hurried trip from Melbourne regretfully
they missed the ceremony by a couple of hours.
Whilst there is not a lot I can write about Dirk.
I can say that he was a very effective soldier for 22 nd
Construction Regiment and whilst not dominate he
made a strong and worthwhile contribution. Dirk was a
natural born leader and demonstrated this skill very
capably whilst on Exercise K95 as a Section Commander.
I can remember Dirk as being a reliable, cooperative, friendly and genuine person who would go out
of his way to help others. A mans man, worked hard,
loved a beer, respected by his mates and genuine great
all round bloke.
This photo was taken whilst Dirk was acting as
an instructor on a drivers course. I was the Course Manager and can say that Dirk had a wonderful way of dealing with the students, putting them at ease and making
sure that they enjoyed the course. His teaching manner
was of a quiet and confident person who had the ability
to get a teaching point across.

On 10th Feb 2014 the President (Colin Bowater); MAJ Cliff Parfitt and I travelled to Moe to say
goodbye to another fine Victorian Sapper in Terry
Olsen. Terry had been unwell for some time but when I
recently visited him he had a positive attitude that he
would soon return home. Regretfully this was not the
case.
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Terry was a very well known member of the
RAE in the Latrobe Valley and served with several units
spanning from 17th March 1959 to 20th May 1996 – a
total of 37 years.
He started his Military service as a soldier
reaching the rank of WO1 before moving into the commission ranks where he continued to make a worthwhile contribution. He took his commission on 01st
January 1985.
Following his retirement Terry became active
in local affairs including RSL and Latrobe Valley Sappers
where he served a period as President.
Terry and his family moved from the UK to take up residency in Australia which obviously was a great change
but one that Terry adapted too. In civilian life Terry undertook an apprenticeship and worked with the SEC (as
it was then called).
At the completion of the Service, refreshments
were provided at the Moe RSL where others had the
opportunity of speaking about Terry, his life and
achievements. MAJ Mike Meaney (R’td) recounted
some wonderful stories of when he and Terry worked
together which highlighted his sense of humour. Terry
was pedantic in both his military and civilian careers but
this was not a negative just a indication of the man.
The service was very well attended with a large gathering of both serving and retired military personnel, RSL
members, family and friends. The service was an RSL
Service.
Terry’s real love was without doubt his family.
He lost his wife Lorna a few years back and a daughter
Kristy in tragic circumstances. Both these losses had a
deep effect on Terry. His grandson Jack had a very special and unique bond with Terry and Jack spoke at the
service of special memories he has of his time with
Terry.
LTCOL Pilbeam (CO 22 ER) was represented at
the service by CAPT Andrew Howes.
Farewell Terry your duty is now done and you
can now rest.
Ubique.
… Jim Davis

*

*

(SR and WSC) engineering staff and, as such, an early
enlistee in the SR and WSC sponsored 105 Const Sqn
was just the officer material we were seeking.
As a recruit, Ron progressed through the ranks
to achieve the rank of Captain and was subsequently
appointed Admin Comd, 105 Const Sqn in late 1958.
Ron held this post most successfully until early 1961
when he retired to devote more time to the responsibilities of his family and his professional career. Although his term as Admin Comd, 105 was for less than
three years, Captain Dickson had a tremendous influence on the fortunes of 105 extending for several more
years.
Older veterans of 22 Const Regt still recall the
most unsuccessful 1956 Annual Camp. 105 had only
about 20 personnel at that camp and only the keen
ones returned in 1957. Ron Dickson was the prime
mover in 105's recruiting campaign during the period
1957-1960. 105 therefore took about 40 recruits to
camp in 1957, raising the effective strength of 105 to
about 80 by 1960. Members enlisted in this period
included several who gave decades of excellent service
as NCOs, including such people as Peter Bloor, Barry
Charles, Bob Eaton, Keith Hourigan, Trevor Keep, Allen
Moore, Bill Baxter and Bill Williamson.
Ron's term in command of 105 was marked by
his particular character. He was a quiet, unassuming
officer showing great integrity, unfailing energy and
extreme fairness in his dealings with those under his
command.
These attributes were apparent in Ron's civilian life. Following graduation as an engineer at the
University of Western Australia, he moved to Victoria
and joined the SR and WSC in April, 1947 – to complete
a lifetime of service to Victoria. After spending some
20 years on various country projects, including some
ten years at Tatura where the Commission was remodelling the irrigation system, Ron transferred to Head
Office in Melbourne where he assumed a number of
senior positions including that of Chief Construction
Engineer.
On retirement, together with his much-loved
wife, Dawn, and sons Ian and Anthony and their families, Ron was able to pursue his various hobbies, including fishing and boating, until failing health necessitated
him moving into care in 2012. Many of Ron's friends
and army associates attending the celebration of his life
in Chelsea recently spoke of the many happy friendships they had shared across all those years. Our sincere condolences are offered to Dawn, Ian and Anthony
and their extended family at this sad time.

*

VALE
CAPT R S DICKSON
17 July, 1925 - 26 January, 2014
-- 105 Const. Sqn: 1951 -1961 --

m

…. Bruce Campbell
It was fortunate indeed that Ron Dickson was
free to join 105 Const Sqn at Heyfield in 1951 as, at that
time, not only were we looking for suitable recruits, we
particularly needed potential officers and Ron fitted the
bill perfectly. Captain Ronald Stanley Dickson, a stalwart of the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission

As departing editor, I want to say thanks to the many
people who have supported me over the last 13
years. Without great contributors, it would have been
impossible. Graeme Lambert will take over in May.
Ubique!
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Austin Byrne
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